Genotype-phenotype correlations in individuals with a founder mutation in the MLH1 gene and hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer.
A unique mutation of the MLH1 gene was recently reported in six families living in a small area of Northern Italy. The mutation consists in the insertion of a T base between nucleotides 2269 and 2270 (2269-2270insT), causing the synthesis of an unstable polypeptide. The mutation was not reported by other investigators or outside this small geographic area, thus suggesting a possible founder effect. The main purpose of this investigation was to investigate whether patients (and families) with the 2260-2270insT mutation show relevant clinical differences when compared with individuals with other MLH1 or MSH2 gene alterations. We identified hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) families through the specialized colorectal cancer registry following a previously described multistep approach. In all, 58 HNPCC families were identified; of these, 38 were detected through the registry, and 20 were referred from other areas in Italy. Small differences were found in the main clinical and pathologic features; however, tumour burden per family tended to be higher in kindred sharing the founder mutation; in addition, multiple primaries (four or five different tumours in some subjects) were significantly more frequent in patients with the 2269-2270insT than in individuals with MSH2, MLH1 gene mutations or sporadic colorectal neoplasms. No significant difference in prognosis was found between patients with the founder mutation and those with other MLH1 or MSH2 mutations. Regardless of the type of mutation, neoplasms of the colon-rectum, stomach and endometrium represented nearly 80% of the tumour burden in families with HNPCC. A proclivity to multiple tumours arising in the same subject and a higher tumour burden per family were the most relevant findings observed in affected patients with the founder mutation compared with other MLH1 or MSH2 mutations. In general, the results of the study underline the difficulty in discriminating between Lynch I and Lynch II syndromes on the basis of specific molecular changes.